
Unified Access Control  Assign levels of facility and area access based on staff function with an access control system. Paired with 
video surveillance, it allows for active medical facility monitoring and recording activity, as well as global and departmental 
lockdown capabilities. Integrating access control and video provides centralized control for easy administration 
and management.  

IP Video Surveillance  Take advantage of your existing network by connect IP video surveillance to it. Strategic installation offers 
a clear view of patients and facilities. Surveillance signage can deter unsafe and would-be criminal acts. Captured images can be 
used as evidence and to identify individuals. 

Staff Security & Protection  Use staff badges equipped with wireless call functionality and wall-mounted devices to discreetly 
summon help over your wireless network or current Wi-Fi. With an active-RFID, RTLS badge, staff members press or pull it when 
they need assistance or are faced with a threatening situation. RFID technology detects their specific location.

Intrusion Detection Systems  Receive recommendations for the latest options in intrusion detection, which are carefully 
evaluated based your healthcare facility’s needs and layout.

Visitor Management  Visitor management systems work with access control points and enhance perimeter security. Visitor 
management involves registration, badges, tracking and managing visitor access, regardless of who they are and why they’re 
on-site.

Emergency Notification Devices  Quickly and concisely guide people out of harm’s way whether they’re inside the facility or on 
the grounds or parking areas. Incidents are triggered via buttons, consoles, panels and inputs. Designate notification channels. 
Then, provide emergency directions through communication systems, such as media displays, phone, text, 
PA systems and more.

Asset & Equipment Management  Mark mobile medical equipment with asset tags, which seamlessly communicate with existing 
systems to provide exact location and condition. On top of inventory control, caregivers can quickly access critical equipment, 
speeding up workflow and resulting in better overall patient care.

Wandering, Elopement and Fall Detection  Track patients or residents with technology features that give them a better quality of 
care, give families and staff peace of mind, and allow your operations to flow more smoothly. Once sensors and tags are in place 
and the detection system is deployed, users receive an alert and quickly respond if someone wanders, strays or falls.

Infant Protection  Protect your most vulnerable patients and give peace of mind to staff and new mothers. Through comfortable 
tags with tamper alarms and integration with infrastructure, such as access control systems, door locking systems and security 
cameras, staff can protect infants and focus on their care.

Environmental Monitoring  Meet compliance standards and prevent product loss with environmental monitoring. Record and 
track temperature and condition data of mission-critical medicines, vaccines, blood and lab samples to ensure all are safe and 
ready for patient use. Save time and money by eliminating the need for manual reporting and recording data remotely.

Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI)  Meet GTRI protocols by implementing the above security measures to prevent 
terrorists from obtaining unused radiological and nuclear materials for radiological attacks.
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Metal Detectors  Add a level of contemporary security technology with Garrett hand-held or walk-through detectors.


